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"Content is king, but
distribution is queen and we
all know who really runs the
castle"

- ADAPTED AND IMPROVED

WHY IS MY INSIGHT VALUABLE?

I've spent 3 years building a one man agency with 0 capital investment.
(I didnt even have a laptop when I started)
Slowly first building websites I quickly grew a reputation based on the results for those
who had the pleasure of working with us.
Today through a lot of hardwork I have built 17 websites, created thousands of pieces
of content, hundreds of videos and most importantly managed over 10k USD adspend
across my clients portfolio.
I have real practical experience of building systems and digital infrastructure on a
shoestring budget, giving my clients the clients the best value for money possible.
Over time as I've grown my competitive edge Ive been able to rebrand and focus on
high ticket products and services,
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Hi,
Im Arun Teelock

Staying true to what has made me successful so far I want to share my
best tips that will help anyone regardless of experience to level up
online.
So far I have been lucky to work with some international brands among
my portfolio. Learning along the way from those Ive had the pleasure of
working with.
But its not easy and you learn more from your failures than your success.
So here I plan to guide you to avoid the pitfalls I learned from and
make the most of the opportunity of marketing online.

TL;DR
-Practical Experience from building sites, content and running ads.
-10k USD Social Media Ad spend Experience.
-Avoid my mistakes and learn from my tips & tricks.
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WHY AM I WRITING A GUIDE?

Understanding how important each skill is will allow you to focus on what
skills to invest time in and how to build an agency (or freelance in a way)
that is aligned with your strengths.
1. Strong Sales & People Skills
2. Front-End Web Design
3. Strategy/Paid Advertising
4. Search Engine Optimization
5. Social Media Management
6. Content Creation

MY DECISIONS:
They say when you are young you need to try a lot of things.
I originally wanted to build a big company and decided I need to know
the details if ever I was going to manage a team.
As I've grown I've decided to trust technology over people.
Management is a real skill but ultimately takes away from the freedom
which I enjoyed so much and initially drew me towards digital.
While I am still undecided about where my future will take me I am happy
knowing my skills of sales and marketing will be easily transferable into
any industry.
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MOST VALUABLE DIGITAL SKILLS:

Understanding the difference
between the two is how you make
sure that you are using Digital
Marketing to the maximum
capabilities that are available to you
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DIGITAL:

TRADITIONAL:

-Very Cheap Cost to CREATE CONTENT

-Very Expensive Cost to CREATE CONTENT

-Almost Infinite Detailed Targeting Options

-Limited Broad Targeting

-Details Analytics and tracking

-Almost Impossible to Measure

-Ability to create meaningful two way
interactions with your audience.

-Almost no communication or chance for
feedback, unless surveys are carried out.

-Minimal Turn Around Time (Agile).

-Requires heavy advanced planning (Rigid).

-Allows for hyper-personalisation.
Ads are useful vs spam.

-Ads are usually quite general as they are broad
and must appeal to the masses.

-Can be tested and scaled easily

-Cannot be tested or scaled easily

- New Leads are able to easily move through your
sales funnel with minimal reaction required.
(Proactive and runs 24/7)

- New Leads have to overcome several layers of
friction, like visiting a website, looking for more
info, calling etc.
(Reactive and works best during working hours.)
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Digital Versus Traditional

WITH A MINIMUM BUDGET AS A GROWTH HACKER
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1.

Spend the majority of your budget on ads rather than creative (1:9)

2.

Always create ads with a clear Purpose & Call To Action

3.

Never copy - always be inspired and improve

4.

NEVER Waste ad spend without A/B Testing

5.

Listen to your audience & Interact with them

6.

Do not chase vanity metrics
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My Golden Rules for
Social Media Marketing

MY BEST PERFORMING CTA'S/SALES FUNNELS IN MAURITIUS
(DEPENDS ON BUSINESS)

1.Lead Generation Forms: Very Customizable, ability to collect customer info legally as well as;
redirect to website/Call Now/Download Brochure
2. Carousels: Allow a great mix of photos and videos and much more interactive than normal content types.
3. Send Message: Build Automated Message Sequences into your ads to answer FAQ's systematically.
3. Call Now: For Businesses which benefit from quick communication.
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4. Whatsapp Messages: Just as good as call now but encourages users by making the communication free.
(not always a good thing)

NEVER PROMOTE A WEBSITE LINK via social media: This is extremely expensive and has a bad UX. Use Google Ads.
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Social Media: Call To Actions:

Case Study 1:
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www.revivalcustoms.com
Industry - Automotive

Together with the Managing Director of Revival Customs &
Classics we built our first Lead Generation Campaigns targeting
potential clients to Import Classic Cars to Mauritius.
Being able to target a specific audience which match your.
product and services can help to nurture a culture for your brand.
2 years later Having correctly positioned themselves within the
motorcycle industry in Mauritius they trusted Impetus Digital Ltd
with a purely Digital Launch of their newly acquired Motorcycle
Brand.
While worldwide logistics worldwide has slowed down the purely
digital campaign was succesfull in securing a presale of half their
first shipment.
As almost always carousels performed best in our mix of media
content for our lead gen forms.
Our Sales Funnel Generated:
382 New Leads with 25% looking to buy immediately and waiting
to be contacted and closed.
Best Performing Ad Creative: Carousel Lead Generation

Lead Gen Intro:

Lead Gen Data Collection:

Advanced Campaign Requires;
-Company Website
-Privacy Policy
-CMS Integration

Client Testimonial:

Industry: Automotive & Others

Lead Generation Ads are by far the best ads you can run online.
For so many reasons.
1) Multiple Customizable Call To Action Buttons
2) Fast Smooth In App User Experience
3) Ability to collect customer data and permission to contact/sell
4) Additional function of downloading a brochure, redirecting customers
to a website (so they are primed for the sales teams call) or calling
immediately for the urgent customer.

Please Note:
Lead Gen ads require a privacy policy on a website in order to be
accepted by Facebook.
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Ad
Difficulty:
Hard
Best Performing Ad Type: Lead Generation

Case Study 2:
www.thetrojanhorse.mu
Industry - Restaurant @TheGreeksAreInside

While building brand positioning (Instagram) we ran many ad
experiments month on month however the most profitable ads we
have found to run have been the "Call Now" button, this allows our
ads to provide a role in facilitating scalable communication and
client acquisition between the restaurant and its potential
customer to reserve a table.
This also gives us a relevant metric to measure the success of
each months ads. Along with our usual north star metrics.
If you are a restaurant owner this can be done easily without
having to go into ads manager at business.facebook.com
All you have to do is go to ads center on your Facebook Page,
select "automatic ads", select "create ad" and select "call now
objective" after that you can create up to 6 different variations of
creative.
Automated Message Replies help answer common FAQ's instantly
Like Halal/Dietary/Menu/Location/Directions/Takeaway etc.

Basic Campaign Requires;
-Facebook Account

Best Performing Ad Type: Automatic Ads - Call Now
Industry: Restaurant & Others
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Ad Difficulty: Easy

Call Now Buttons are great because if they are paired with the correct
visual data it can convert the audience into becoming an actual
customers.
Here we see a prime example of how digital marketing is superior to
traditional as it is able to add value to a customers experience by
facilitating the booking process.
With just a few taps a customer can call the business and reserve a table
for a future visit or special occasion.
By creating 6 different creatives in automatic ads you are able to create
variance within your audience without paying for an agency to advise on
your adspend.
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My Most Useful Resources:
All my favourite tools shortlisted from rapid testing while creating
a digital agency on a shoestring budget:

Google - Whatever your problem, you can solve it with the right query and sufficient time.
Youtube - Ditto above, worlds #2 search engine - for the more visually impared.
Wordpress.org - The Best Open Market CMS
Woocommerce.org - The Best Open Market E-Commerce CMS
Canva - Freemium Graphic Design website, turned into multi-billionaire valuation.
Siteground - Award winning Wordpress Hosting with 24/7 Chat Support
Namecheap - Best Rate Domain Registration with 24/7 Chat Support
Envato Marketplace - Incredible market for anything from Graphic Design - Video Templates
Wordfence - Powerful Free Wordpress Security Plugin
Uptime Monitor - Free Website Status Reporter
XML Disabler - Free Wordpress Plugin to improve security

Growth Hacking Misconceptions
Unfortunately Growth Hacking as a Niche attracts a lot of the bad crowd of people looking for
fast quick solutions.
Think "Top 10 ways to increase instagram followers" which cheat you of the learning process.
Growth Hacking is a methodical approach to go beyond the boundaries of traditional
marketing. It is not seen as the quick fix but rather the long approach to gathering data about
consumers and creating offerings which resonate and drive real change.
Growth Hacking as defined by Sean Ellis
“Remember that a core tenet of growth hacking is experimentation all through the customer
experience funnel: not just customer awareness and acquisition but also activation, retention,
revenue, and referral.”― Sean Ellis, Hacking Growth: How Today's Fastest-Growing Companies
Drive Breakout Success

What Growth Hacking is to me:
Growth Hacking to me is leveraging digital systems and advantages to their maximum in order
to gain the highest return for the minimum cost.
While a lot of examples come from Viral Loops such as famous examples such as
"Sent by Hotmail/Iphone" to out going mail.
These sort of tests can only take place if at the minimum level rapid experimentation of
adspends are being tested to understand a companies target audience.

How we are different:
By focusing on lifetime value and having complete control of our clients online infrastructure
we are able to truly control the sales funnel and run experiments consistently.
Unfortunately the few growth hackers that have staked claim to the term are unable to prove
life long success beyond a specific launch and have limited control to the complete sales
funnel.
This is what has grown a distasteful view towards the term by actual successful digital
marketers. While we do not promise to be the best agency in the world we do promise a
different approach which has successfully worked for our previous clients in our portfolio while
maintaing a low cost.
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Coming Soon
More Detailed Case Studies or Service Specific Questions?
Let me know what I can help you with no strings attached.
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Follow me:

FEEL FREE TO ASK QUESTIONS ON MY
LATEST POSTS:
FACEBOOK
@arunteelock

INSTAGRAM
@arunteelock

Get In Touch
For inquiries or anything under the sun

EMAIL
arun@impetusdigital.io

WEBSITE
www.impetusdigital.io

VIDEOGRAPHY PORTFOLIO
www.videography.impetusdigital.io

